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(U)W (U) Reflagging of the 199 Motorized Brigade as the 2 ACR is
scheduled to take place on 15 gm! 1992 at Ft Lewis. Direct coordination between HQ
USAREUR and Museum Branch, Center o ilitary History is ongoing to ensure that
the unit flags and historical property are properly identified and transferred. The next
command designee of the 199 Mtr Bde will assume command Jun 92. In Jul 92, he
will travel to Europe to accept the colors of the 2 ACR for transfer to Ft Lewis and
reflagging 199 Mtr Bde. HQ USAREUR will cut an order transferring 2ACR to
FORSCOM (less personnel and equipment). FORSCOM J-3 will publish order
inactivating the 199 Mtr Bde. Expect the order will be cut 90 days prior to EDATE.
EXSUM has been staffed with‘ ODCSOPS USAREUR (Mr. Viner), CMH (Ms.
McKenney), J-3 FORSCOM (Mr. Orchard) and TAPC (Colonel’s Division).
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Gvnorgl Gordon B. Sullivan 23 Februgry 1992 0
Chic! of Staff. Army
The Pontngon
Nglhington. D.C. 20310-0200

Dot: Sir. ~
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Thing: are going will for the Regimental stand down. The 10;d squadrons I111 b0

closed out by 15 April. as scheduled. While I never in my leven yeere~ with the
Regiment. or in my seven regimental cavalry tours. thought I would be applauding the
turnvin of equipment and the shipment of people away from the unit,‘the soldiers have

done this n: well as they have done all previous challenges.

We have made direct coordination with the 199th, and are planning a hand oi! oitthe
colors as near 15 July as we can manage. While we have a limited number of people
being transferred to Ft. Lewis there is no planned eitort to infuse the new Regiaent
with personnel from here. I have tried to push that from this side oi the ocean. but

thave been ineiiective in accomplishing any coherent plan. ”“
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The command oi the new Regiment is also a personal concern. The troopers here
constantly ask if I an going to return to the states with the Regiment. Ihile.l
abhor personal promotion. I feel obligated to. at least. offer my services to s

continue the traditions of a Regiment to which my wife and I have dedicated much'of.
our adult lives. ~

Thank you for your decisions to keep the~Begiment active. it has meant a let to our

troopers and families. . ,
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Touiours Pretl

C.M‘
c. Kherle

66th Colonel of the Regiment
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